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The chosen name, a palindrome, Drawn Onward, is inspired by the proa form. Mirrored
through an athwartships plane, the proa and the name are simply Drawn Onward. The
convention of a craft moving either forward or backward can be discarded, as can the left to
right reading convention.
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Specifications:
LOA: 16.8 m
LWH: 11.2 m (length windward hull)
Beam: 9.31 m
Draft: 400mm (foils up and when leeward hull is displacing 3.67 tonnes or windward 2.45
tonnes)
Shell weight: 1.6 tonnes (empty shell design weight without foils or rig)
Sailing weight: 3 tonnes (approximate figure only: rig and foil design isn't complete, nor has
the fit out and power plant been firmly specified)
Displacement: 3.67 t in high-performance trim; 5 t cruising mode
Design righting moment: 21 tonne metres
Wing area: 125 sqm (overall wing dimensions: roughly 130 sqm single sided surface area)
Bruce number: 1.87 @ 3.67 tonne; 2.0 @ 3.0 tonne
LWL/BWL: 17.1 (leeward hull)
Prismatic coefficient: 68.25
Hull surface area: 214 sqm (both hulls, bulkheads and cockpit)
Construction: KSS foam core glass epoxy with principally carbon epoxy crossbeams, foils
and wing rig elements.
Accommodation: queen size cabin, single cabin and a spacious saloon containing another
single. Sufficient space exists in the leeward hull for two singles, however I think there will
be serious competition for storage. There is additional space in the forward sections of the
windward hull for 1800mm long single berths; however one or both will be used for storage,
shower and head.

After half a life time of family commitments, business and academic pursuits, I’ve decided
it’s time to fulfil a lifelong desire to live aboard a boat, seeking out environments that inspire
me. Most of the aforementioned commitments are behind me. Completing the PhD can wait.
A once cherished aspiration to pursue an academic career, when many are aspiring to
retirement, has been somewhat tarnished by my age related prospects, public sector cost
cutting and the casualisation of academic positions.
I’ve put the better part of a year into design, engineering and material procurement, whereas I
could have purchased a cruising mono at far below the price I could build it for. A guy I met
who was trying to sell his 14m Roberts suggested I was mad to build a boat when the likes of
his were so cheap. No need to enumerate the benefits of multihulls, and more specifically
proas here, that ground has been well covered by Rob and others already. What I will do is
speak of inspiration.
When it comes to manufactured products, we ought to seek inspiration from the intended
function the object fills – the products’ aesthetics play second fiddle to function. So I try not
to get shackled with preconceived notions concerning the form some object should take. Of
course we are inspired by beauty, or the form that things take. Yet beauty at its most potent,
as it arises in nature (my perspective), is almost entirely the product of functions, namely: the
laws described in the disciplines of physics, chemistry and biology. On the other hand, selfawareness enables artistic, reproductive and a whole range of choices to be made principally
(but not necessarily) on aesthetic grounds.
Variously, I've lived in a rugged rainforest wilderness, on an island in Moreton Bay
overlooking Stradbroke Island, and in my youth: surfing, sailing and fishing on the Capricorn
Coast. I have not merely sought to be inspired by the environment in which I live – I have
actively sought out these environments. This aesthetic appreciation is the principal factor for
me wanting to travel and live on a boat. Yet it's important to remember that this appreciation
arises from natural functions. Constraining the form of a boat to some preconceived aesthetic
notion limits the scope for creative design.
The functions I sought to maximise include:

1. Seaworthiness: including but not limited to: stability, sea-kindliness, simplicity and
reliability.
2. Habitability: sufficient but not excessive space. This criterion is obviously a function
of seaworthiness and of course all those things that multihulls maximise, notably
shallow draught and stability.
3. Performance: maximising length relative to habitable space; exploring the possibility
of wing rigs and foils.
4. Cost: as much of functions one through three as possible for a given amount of
materials and labour. KSS flat panel infusion being a logical choice.
5. Form: aesthetics as can best be realised within the constraints of the first four
functions.
So why would I choose to build this boat? Firstly, pretty much the only way to optimise
these functions for what I have in mind is to start from close to scratch. The principal
intended function of this craft is a live aboard high-speed passage maker and I certainly won't
be ruling out the possibility of racing. I want a platform upon which I can toy with
performance technology such as wings and foils. And secondly, the design and construction
of this craft is a creative journey in and of itself – not merely an end in itself. Rob has of
course led the way creatively with the weight to windward proa. It's obvious that his designs
heavily influenced my design. Areas in which my design differs include: more conventional
underwater hull shapes, subtle differences in windward cabin styling, increased KSS build
complexity with variable radius panel joins, and a leeward hull engineered to potentially cope
with foiling loads. I'll expand on these points further down this page when I discuss the
engineering analysis and the CAD software package that I have developed for the KSS
method.
Hull shapes:
Topsides and much of the cabin structure are KSS flat panels. I've chosen to compound curve
the below waterline sections in order to minimise wetted surface area and to compound curve
the deck of the leeward hull. To some degree this decision was motivated by aesthetics.
However, the decision was also influenced by the CAD software I've developed which
enables the calculation of flat panel shapes, complete with dart cuts, from the compound
curve surfaces. Seems like a perfect opportunity to test the software.
Windward hull cabin shape:
The design (styling) approach I have followed seeks to maximise cabin volume whilst
minimising both surface area and windage when the apparent wind is forward of the beam.
To this end, joint radii, other than around the cabin floor, are between 150 and 300 mm. I
considered a range of different cabin styles, with an eye more focused upon aesthetics and
streamlining, yet couldn't improve upon the initial design in seeking to minimise surface area
and weight. The approximately semicircular cabin sides enclose the maximum volume for a
given surface area – short of making the cabin close to circular and blistering it to windward
as well.
The reefable, two-element, soft trailing edge wing rig:
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Like Steinar, I was inspired by the America's Cup. I'd harboured more than a passing interest
in wings and foils for quite some time. C-class cats, Moths and innovative craft such as Sail
Rocket and C-Fly have fuelled the imagination. Harbour and Walker Wing sails have shown
what's possible. Blakeley's analysis of the two element wing demonstrates that lift
coefficients can top out at 4, and with low flap angles, lift coefficients approaching 3 and lift
to drag ratios exceeding 10 are possible. The challenge as I see it is to develop a reefable
wing and conceptually I think I'm there. However, engineering calculations have not been
conducted so I do not know what this rig will weigh as yet, and consequently cannot yet
claim that this rig is either feasible or economic. Given the high lift to drag ratios that can be
achieved by two element wings, a smaller wing could and may well be considered. Currently
the rig height is 23.7 m above DWL, reefable to 15.2 m. Assuming that I do decide to go
ahead with this rig, the plan is to build a scale model for some robust testing. The systems
must prove to be simple and reliable or the concept won't be employed.
Foils
The same logic applies to implementing foils. If it isn't simple don't pursue it. There's been
some discussion concerning the difficulty of setting up foils on a proa. Shunting, mass
distribution and complexity create unique challenges. Yet on two critical grounds the proa
qualifies at the front of the pack: Bruce number and L/D ratios. Without smothering the craft
in ladder foils, foiling requires high power to weight in order to fly, and high L/D in order to
go fast enough to fly. The rest is engineering innovation – and without the right Bruce
number and L/D, engineering isn’t going to get you very far.
At this early stage, I’m not going to go into any great detail concerning what may or may not
work, other than observing that only one windward foil is required. The only goal of this foil
is to provide lift to a relatively short windward hull, which has no pretensions toward
providing pitch stability, and which presumably is close to flying anyway. The other foils
would need to provide lift, pitch and yaw control. The beauty of the proa is that foils can be
placed a long way apart on the long leeward hull in order to control pitch. This can be
contrasted against a conventionally placed rudder with main foil near the CLR of the rig

which necessarily places large pitching loads upon relatively closely spaced foils. This fails
to take advantage of waterline length. In my opinion, this configuration is the result of two
factors. Firstly, it doesn’t involve a radical departure from the conventional rudderdaggerboard configuration, so can provide similar handling characteristics. The concept
works well when seeking extreme performance – but only on fairly protected waters. C-Fly
and Trifoiler are exceptions to this foil placement convention.
The two foil proa has already departed from convention because one foil is always
significantly in front of the centre of effort – i.e. canard configuration. Canard boats have
been described as being particularly difficult to tack: the rudder is pulling the bow toward the
windward side whereas a conventional rudder allows the stern to slip to leeward, assisted by
weather helm. Of course the proa doesn’t tack so canards are more feasible and given that
both foils steer, the tacking problem vanishes. Interestingly, C-Fly foils with canards, but
they use conventional rudders in displacement mode. Consequently, at least on the grounds
I've outlined, the proa offers a platform potentially more suited to toying with canards and
other foil configurations.
CAD software:
When I started to design this boat late last year, I initially had success working with other
CAD boat design packages. Problems arose soon as I endeavoured to blister accommodation
space on a hull. It wasn't hard to create a conceptual shape in order to assess styling.
However, I could not easily create KSS radius joins and endeavouring to fair these radius
joins where they intersected was nigh on impossible. As soon as all this detail was added it
became impossible to guarantee the fairness of the hull lines. Sick of the frustration I
dragged out and radically updated a piece of CAD software that I wrote some 18 years
earlier. I saw no need to hand loft these hull and cabin shapes when some mathematical
algorithms and a set of hull parameters could do the job for me. The original program could
produce the hull lines (green in the white background image), and in the black background
images: sections (red), water lines (blue) and buttock lines (yellow). All these lines
intersected mathematically in the model, enabling easy trimming and parts creation. Skin
thickness can be subtracted in order to produce the detail required for internal structure.
These two wireframe surfaces can be lofted to produce a solid surface. The result is a
program that can generate the hull shapes for this design from three sections (one of which is
the stem) and a set of parameters that control the prismatic coefficient, KSS radii and cabin
detail. The last image is a solid model created from flat triangulated surfaces.
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Engineering:
Some 15 or 20 years ago I was in the business of designing sawmills. Nowadays, amongst
other things, I write about the ethics and economics pertaining to sustainable consumption of
finite resources. Anyway, it was back then that I cut my teeth on CAD, CAM and aspects of
engineering analysis.
Finite element methods have been employed in order to seek out highly loaded areas of the
structure. When stressed areas were identified it was possible to optimise the laminate in
order to dissipate the stresses.
An engineering analysis will only produce worthwhile results if the loads imposed upon the
structure are realistic. With six degrees of freedom, the most accurate representation of loads
will be obtained from a fully floating dynamic model. Short of achieving this, the model
must be constrained in ways that don't introduce or dissipate structural stresses. The budget
didn’t extend to the setting up and analysis of a dynamic model. So the model was
constrained at the foils, and in the vertical plane, at a point under the bridge deck. This
couldn't provide hydrodynamic loading stresses, but given that the foil loading stresses would
be higher, I wasn't greatly concerned. A wind pressure load was then applied to the mast and
a wave slam against the windward hull. The problem is that dynamic cycles will introduce
accelerations and decelerations that may exceed 2g at the extremities of the craft. It is for
this reason that large wave slam loads were applied in the static model. In the case study
examined in the images below, the wind pressure is set equal to the righting moment of 21
tonne metres. A particular point to note here is that this study applied wind pressure in a fully
reefed situation. This resulted in far higher side loading stresses on the leeward hull. It must
be understood that the healing force is a rotation around the leeward hull, but that wind
pressure also seeks to displace the hull to leeward. For a given righting moment, higher total
wind pressure can be imposed in a reefed situation because the healing force lever arm is
shorter. The resulting stresses in the structure can be seen in the colour-coded images. A
stress level of one is immediate failure. Stresses in the light blue colour band are okay. The
fatigue properties of an epoxy unidirectional matrix are more than adequate at these stresses.
Stresses of 0.4 are beginning to approach the upper limit for manageable fatigue in a post-

cured carbon epoxy laminate. It is of course worth remembering that because this isn't a
dynamic model and this particular load case appears to be as extreme as the craft can face, it
needn't be expected to survive through 1 million cycles – but it's great that it looks like it can.
Note that these images show the maximum failure index for the entire laminate. In problem
areas the failure index for each ply can be examined.
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This analysis enables the laminate layup to be optimised, thereby minimising weight whilst
preserving a large design safety margin. When stresses are less finely balanced, the
necessarily heavier laminate must result in a heavier boat and consequently increased loads
upon the structure.
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